CHRISTINE CANNING

What Teachers Say
about Reflection
Reflection can help teachers stop deferring to the
"they" who "know better" to develop their own
visions of education.

t the University of Northern
Iowa CUNT), participants in our
student teaching program
both students and teachers are al
ways enthusiastic about reflection after
the fact, but they are almost always
resistant at the beginning. There is
always ambivalence and confusion at
first about just what reflection means.
In the spring of 1989, our interest
piqued by this confusion, selected
teachers of the Waterloo LINI Profes
sional Teaching Associates Cadre. 1
chose teacher reflection as a topic for
collaborative research throughout the
next year. To explore and describe
how reflection felt from the perspec
tives of those who were doing it. we
engaged in reflection; reflected on our
own reflection experiences; and inter
viewed each other, our student teach
ers, and colleagues who were enrolled
in graduate courses or workshops in
Waterloo where reflection was taught,
practiced, and studied. Before report
ing how our teachers and student
teachers experienced reflection, I will
describe how I have come to teach the
concept in our program.

A

Active Reflection
John Dewey. whose ideas are the basis
for much of the current thought about
reflection, described it as "behavior
which involves active, persistent, and
careful consideration of anv belief or
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My assumption is
that when each
person is ready, he
or she has access to
the questions as
well as the
"answers" needed
for the challenges of
his or her own life

practice in light of the grounds that
support it and the further conse
quences to which it leads (Grant and
Zeichner 1984, p. 4). We have an
chored our curriculum in this concept
of "reflective action' (Dewey 1933)
In their article "On Becoming a
Reflective Teacher' (required initial
reading for our students and teach
ers), Carl Grant and Kenneth /eichner
(1984) discuss reflection-enabling atti
tudes that Dewey identified years ago:
open-mtndedness, responsibility, and
wholeheartedness They also suggest
an agenda or a line of questioning for
anyone who would become a reflec

tive teacher: beliefs and assumptions:
consequences, intended and unin
tended, for self and children; conse
quences in the s<x:ial order/global
community; knowledge and skills
needed to implement beliefs and val
ues in teaching; how ideas generated
by self and/or others filter through
one's own set of priorities; and one's
resulting reasoned choices
From this agenda, I derive questions
I can use to push students along
through the initial phase of their jour
ney. My assumption is that when each
person is ready, he or she has access to
the questions as well as the "answers
needed for the challenges of his or her
own life, and in reflection these are
internally uncovered and integrated
into the subjective fabric that is that
person's self-concept and worldview
Several other models influence how I
go about teaching reflection:
Taxonomy of Teacher Reflective
Pedagogical Thinking (Simmons et al.
1989);
Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom 19%);
Louis Raths model of values de
velopment (Raths et al. 1966);
a set of developmental affirma
tions developed by Jean Illsley Clarke
and others (1986); and
characteristics of helping relation
ships as discussed by Carl Rogers
(1980).
Drawing on these sources, I give the
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Fig. 1. Questions that Prompt Reflection
Can you talk more about that?
Why do you think that happens?
What evidence do you have about that?
What does this remind you of?
What if it happened this way?
Do you see a connection between this and _?
How else could you approach that?
What do you want to happen?
How could you do that?

following directions for each weeks
one-hour written reflection assignment:
Work to develop your own profes
sional positions and your own voice
through an active process of integrating
the best advice from others (research
reports, methtxls, materials, and various
human resources), your own observa
tions, past experience, what you believe
is right or what you need to do, and
your own goals related to what you want
to happen and/or the person you want
to become.
Write about something that is im
portant to you some important issue
or problem that needs critical think
ing, expanded awareness, and or rea
soned choice-making on your part Or
you might explore something that
seems to be helping you get some
thing you want.
Ux)k for connections or conflicts
among pieces of knowledge about
learners, learning, and curriculum;
techniques used in instruction, man
agement, and planning; and your own
goals, values, beliefs, and biases.
As you work in this process, af
firm yourself for looking at what may
be difficult for you maybe your pan
in things that are not going well for
finding and building on things that are
working for you, and for making prog
ress on problems or in areas where
you have decided to change and grow
When each weekly assignment is
complete. I pepper papers with de
tailed questions (see fig 1), pushing
the writers to be specific, to explain in
terms of the professional literature, to
anticipate various possible conse
quences, to identify underlying as
sumptions and all the variables that
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could be influencing the situation, and
to take responsibility for the decisions
they are making. 1 also write affirma
tions (sec fig 2) in the margins to
reiterate the trusi I have in each writer,
my support for looking at things that
may be uncomfortable to approach,
and my intention that they develop
and speak in their own voices, not as
clones of mine
That's how reflection is cast in our
program Given this orientation, what
is reflection like from the points of
view7 of those who have experienced it
firsthand? Several themes surfaced in
our reflective interviews with partici
pants about their written reflections

Developing a Voice
When we introduced reflection, stu
dents often said, "Yes. but what do you
want us to do>" Almost everyone felt a
need for structure, since none was
specified in the assignment. In retro
spect however, this latitude helped
participants to figure things out for
themselves For example, Nancy
George said, "The more I think about
it, the more I feel the reflection assign
ment should be without a structure,
even though I was adamant about
wanting one in the beginning. When
you try to fit into someone else's
framework, you lose the flow of your
ideas. You have to create the structure
that fits your own reflection as you
go." Those who wrote to please the
instructor found their writing empty of
themselves Lee Stonewall, who tried
to reflect in a two-voice dialogue for
mat like one of the models given in
class, said, "I got about halfway
through and tossed it. It wasn't me 1

wasTi't reflecting. I had to find a way
ihat was right for me."
This process of figuring it out for
oneself was critical to developing
one's own voice. For almost all partic
ipants, this meant giving up deference
to some inner voice that "knew more."
Student teachers trained to please, to
defer to professors and supervisors for
good grades and positive evaluations,
said that they bad a voice, but they had
learned to withhold it.
The teachers in our study said they
had lost touch with their voices or as
sumed their own voices were not im
portant in professional reflection they
had developed internal patterns of fo
cusing on what they felt they were sup
posed to say. Their early reflections
were characterized by references to an
unidentified "they" rather than "I." The
taking on of an "I" voice was one of the
achievements of the reflection process.
Another explanation for this sup
pressing of one's own voice may lie in

Student teachers
trained to please, to
defer to professors
and supervisors for
good grades and
positive evaluations,
said that they had
a voice, but they
had learned to
withhold it.
the recent emphasis on effective teach
ing research, which in deemphasizing
personal opinion may cause teachers
to distrust their inner voices and ex
periences as a basis for decision-mak
ing. Some teachers thought their inner
voices were also thwarted by current
norms that support management of
schools by administrative directives,
which treat classrooms as places
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where such directives are merely re
ceived and implemented. In reflec
tion, however, the teachers began to
develop a sense that they had individ
ual voices voices that are important
and should be expressed. "I may not
be able to change decisions made in
the district," one teacher told us, "but
now I know what I'm thinking, and I
can make decisions in areas where I
do have some control, like how I feel
about the things I'm told to do and
how I will actually implement them in
my own classroom."

Rambling and Resolution
The student teachers always had trou
ble getting their writing started. Pro
crastination was common, and it was
typical for them to "ramble " But we
found that growth was often a product
of the ramblings, questions, and ex
plorations. One student offered this
description: "I just ramble until all of a
sudden two or three words will fit
together and key something. Then I
realize that's it! That's where I'm hav
ing the problem! And then I can go
with that."
Teachers found they often made
connections in their ramblings. Often
new ideas would emerge, and other
times they were able to focus on
something after expressing seem
ingly unrelated ideas. One student
told us, "I would get into what I
wanted to accomplish as I wrote,
even though I didn't know what that
was when I'd started. I'd get more
focused as I wrote. At first, everything
would come out, but at the end it
would be one thing I was thinking
about and could expand upon. In the
process, 1 resolved something, got
focused, emptied my head onto the
paper. It felt good at that point, and I
ended up with a direction."
The teachers often started out writ
ing on a topic that was comfortable to
write about, such as some professional
technique or strategy they were work
ing on, and then made a connection to
a second topic that turned out to be
the "real" issue. While they often
ended a given assignment with a re
solve such as "This is what I need to do
now/," they seldom ended with a spe
cific decision to implement a particu20

The teachers and student teachers felt vulnerable and uncertain as they approached unsettling
questions abfjul their teaching happily, they found a payoff in clearer perceptions of themseli Je.<
and others and in belter plans for solving their own problems

lar idea. "This is what I need to do
now" more often referred to a ques
tion to pursue, a first step in a new
direction, a new way of seeing a per
son or situation, or how they would
approach a situation in the future.
After reflecting on the concept of col
laboration for several weeks, for ex
ample, Helen Melichar wrote, "I see
things differently now. Because I see
things differently, I guess I'll probably
act differently. I know I'll be thinking
differently from now on."
More often than not, reflection re
sulted in more questions. One teacher
said, "Sometimes I thinly it's reflective
when you don't reach a.solution. You
explore all the alternatives, and you
have this feeling there is no answer.
But maybe in three or four days or
three or four weeks, there's an 'Aha!' "

Dialogue, Questions, and
Prompts
Several teachers reported they learned
to ask the questions for themselves,
with reflection taking the form of an
internal dialogue. Helen Melichar said,
"It is the questioning that I find most
significant to reflection. The questions
force a deeper look and keep me from
being superficial. If the questions are
the right ones, I begin to grow. I feel a
little tug, almost a painful little expo
sure, when the questions are what I
need them to be."
For Dede Preston, the questions
never changed "I just need to hit
those key questions," she said. "What's
going on here? Is thai significant''
What makes you sa\< that? What do
you want? Does that scare you? Have
you ever thought about such and such.
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have to take a risk It's an issue of schools. We decided if reflection is a
identity In this kind of reflection, I'm practice we want to use in our schools,
getting right to the core in understand we may have to alter norms in our own
ing why I act the way I do. I think that's workplaces and contribute to the culti
important if reflection is to do anything vation of attitudes and behaviors that
for you. Only a teacher can change a make fertile soil for reflection
teacher You can only change yourself"
Second, we suspect that our action
Teachers agreed that whatever sur
research activity, our meta-reflection,
faces in such reflection is probably if you will, was critical to our current
reiterated across other incidents and understanding of reflection and our
commitment to its practice It is this
events in one's personal and/or pro
fessional life For example, one of our process that we would commend to
student teachers reflected on the trou
others who may be confused about
ble she was having getting students what reflection is We've learned you
can clear up the confusion yourself
engaged in instruction at the very be
ginning of the class hour In a number when you're ready.D
of her reflective conversations and
'The research reported here was con
writings, other instances surfaced in
which she was not assertive. Looking ducted as a school/university collaborative
across her stories, she saw this theme activity by the author with the following
teachers, who were members of the UNI
and identified the need to please oth
Professional Teaching Associates Cadre in
ers as a critical issue for her "Normal
the Waterloo Community Schools. Water
ly I don't try to think of what might be loo. Iowa. Dede Preston. Lee Stonewall.
infiltrating my personal life and my Tom Zilmer, Sue Rowland. Jerry Kramer,
work life, she told us later "But the Judith Boston. Helen Melichar. Michelle
reflection I did really made me think, Suggs, Ruth Tucker, Sue Corey, and Nancy
and I found something out that was George.
An Intrapersonal Process
Teachers found that reflection was an really important, something I had to
intrapersonal experience leading to deal with to become a better teacher."
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some model from the literature, for
example' Why? What does that mean'
Where does that come from!1 Do you
want to talk about that? Anything else?
Have you learned anything?"
'When I get into something that will
sound good to someone else," she
continued, "I ask myself, ' Who are you
kidding'' Then there's always, 'So
what's the plan?' I f I have to ask what's
still bothering me, I know I haven't
reflected enough yet."
Not surprisingly, the questioning
process was often prompted when
participants became aware of a conflict
between what they professed to value
and what they were doing in actual
practice For example, one of our
teachers believed it was her role to
coach all students to success, yet no
ticed she was giving "failing" marks to
many students She took herself to task
about this conflict, engaging in painful
reflection as she worked to make her
behavior congruent with her values

Fig. 2. Affirmations That Support Reflection
You can find a way that works for you when you are ready.
You can change if you want to.
You can grow at your own pace.
You can know what you need and ask for help.
You can experiment and explore. I will help you.
You can learn from what doesn't work for you.
You can feel your feelings.
Your needs and reflections are important.
I like talking to you like this.
—Adapted from Clarke et al. (1986)
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